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The TEMA laser based on an Yb-doped crystal radiates at around 1-um wavelength with high average power, enabling the user to 
enjoy high power ratings at over-micron wavelengths. This design features an integrated pump diode module for greater system 
stability and turn-key operation. The monolithic thermally stabilized body of the laser ensures maximum rigidity, while self-starting 
design provides for easy "plug-and-play" operation.

Three basic models di�er in pulse duration and output average power:

- the TEMA-70 features the shortest pulse duration of the series with widest spectrum width;

- the TEMA-100 o�ers a perfect balance between output pulse duration and average optical power;

- the TEMA-150 outputs the highest average power of the series, and is quite suitable for power-demanding applications, such as e.g. 
harmonic wavelength conversion and OPO pumping applications.

As for wavelength conversion options, the TEMA laser system is also used as a pump source for optical parametric generators (OPOs), 
that allow generation of ultrafast pulsed radiation from VIS into the IR and MIR regions. See our TOPOL series of OPO systems for more 
details.

The system might also be equipped with external harmonic generators of the AG series. Also note that a dedicated TEMA-DUO 
system with a compact built-in SHG module provides high-power fs radiation at 525 nm.

An optional pulse compressor also enables 15-fs pulse width generation with the TEMA system. Please enquire for further details 
about this option.

• High average power up to 7 W at 1050 nm
• Short pulse duration <70 fs
• Highly stable (monolithic thermally stabilized body)
• Self-starting of mode-locking
• Optional OPO extension available for extended 

wavelength coverage
• TEMA-Duo version with a built-in SHG
• 15-fs pulse compressor option

TeMa-150 femtosecond laser 

Product overview

TEMA. Yb-doped Solid-State 
Femtosecond Oscillator

Femtosecond Solid-State Lasers

Possible application sof the TEMA laser:

- Generation of terahertz radiation
- Two-photon polymerization
-  Seed oscillator for ampli�ers
-  Multi-photon excitation microscopy
-  Pump-probe spectroscopy
-  Supercontinuum generation
-  Time-resolved spectroscopy
-  Optical coherent tomography

The TEMA-100 system integrated in a high-power THz 
time-domain spectrometer setup by Tydex. More 
details can be found  at http://www.tydexoptics.com/
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Long-term power stability testing of the TEMA-150 
system (<0.2% rms) over 96 hours uninterrupted 
operation
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Typical AC traces and spectrum of the 
TEMA-100 model

Typical M^2 of a TEMA series laser system

Thermal cycling of the TEMA-150 system within 10...40 °C temperature span
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Dimensions of a TEMA series laser head in mm


